QuickJobs
Demurrage Tracking

Measure delays in job
pick-ups and deliveries

		

QuickJobs is a simple yet powerful job and demurrage tracking
application that runs on the iFace. It allows transport operators and drivers
to time and measure delays in job deliveries (such as waiting in queues, delays due
to machinery breakdowns etc.). No other technology on the market allows transport operators to
do this using an in-vehicle touchscreen technology.

QuickJobs allows transport operators to gather insight into efficiency and time management with regard to specific routes
and jobs. Being able to track and measure detention or delays in real-time (known in the industry as ‘demurrage’) means that
transport operators can accurately measure the time and cost of delays.
Demurrage can cost a transport operator an average of $400-$500 per hour. For larger companies especially, this can add up
to significant amounts that previously could only be estimated.

How does QuickJobs work?
The driver simply starts a clock at the start of the
delay and selects a reason. QuickJobs allows
the driver to roll back the start time of a delay. At
the end of the delay, the clock is stopped. The
information is immediately available to back-office
administrative staff. The simple touch-screen
interface and user-friendly application design
means that drivers are able to enter in information
quickly and easily.

Features and Benefits
Job and trip tracking in real-time
Simple and intuitive for drivers to use
Measure time spent in detention during a job pick-up or delivery
Intelligent back-office reporting with map integration
Gain insight into efficiency and time management
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Back Office Reports
NextGen is a web-based modular portal, allowing for around the clock access. It provides a comprehensive reporting engine,
communicating information available in real-time. The information collected is amalgamated from all the devices in the field,
keeping constant second-by-second communication. This flow of information keeps back-office administrative staff in constant
awares of driver, vehicle or fleet operations.

Export
The report is available for Adobe
PDF download for greater freedom
to view the information as desired.
Event Details
The details table provides a view of
the operating information, such as
the device, the driver, the duration,
etc. This gives staff a functional
view of the reported information.
Map
The map displays an integrated
view of where the events occured
in a simplistic view, merged with
icons to pinpoint exact locations of
the different event types and where
they occurred.
Trip Data
This information is the relevant
start and end points for each event
for the selected trip. It displays the
location, type of event, start or end
status, time and reasons entered.
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